Recent measurement based studies reveal that most .f the Internet connections are short in terms ofthe amount of trajic they cclrry (mice) 
Introduction
The ubiquitous heavy-tailed distributions in the Internet implies an interesting feature of the Internet traffic: most (e.g. 80%) of the traffic is actually carried by only a small number of connections (elephants), while the remaining large amount of connections are very small in size or lifetime (mice). In a fair network environment, short connections expect relatively fast service than long connections. However, sometimes we can not observe such nice property in the current Internet. Users may spend a long time downloading a plain text webpage -a situation for which "World-Wide Wait" was coined [ 
13.
A careful look at the behavior of the major transport layer protocol TCP reveals some of the factors that may affect the performance of transferring a short file:
TCP tries to conservatively ramp up its transmission rate to the maximum available bandwidth. Therefore, the sending window is initiated at the minimum possible value regardless of what is available in the network.
This work was supported in part by NSF grants CAREER ANI-0096045 and ANI-0095988, As a reliable transport protocol, TCP couples error control with congestion control. Packet loss is detected by either the expiration of a retransmission timer or the arrival of a sequence of duplicate acknowledgments. Usually a retransmission after timeout can severely degrade the transmission rate of TCP. For a short connection, since most of the time the congestion window has a relatively small value, it does not have enough packets to activate the duplicate ACK mechanism, and thus packet loss always requires a timeout to detect.
More importantly, TCP relies on its own packet samples to estimate an appropriate retransmission timeout (RTO) value. For the first control packets (SYN, SYN-ACK), and the first data packet, since no sampling data is available, TCP has to use a conservatively estimated initial timeout (ITO) value as RTO'. Losing these packets can have a disastrous effect on short connection performance due to the large timeout period. For these reasons, short TCP flows.are generally more conservative than long flows and thus tend to get less than their fair share when they compete for the bottleneck bandwidth. In this paper, we propose to give preferential treatment to short flows2 with help from an Active Queue Management (AQM) policy inside the network. We also rely on the proposed Differentiated Services (Diffserv) architecture [ 3 ] to classify flows into short and long at the edge of the network. More specifically, we maintain the length of each active flow (in packets') at the edge routers and use it to classify incoming packets. At the core routers, we employ the RIO queue management policy [4] to isolate packets from short flows and reduce the losses experienced by these packets.
Through extensive simulations, we confirm that preferential treatment is necessary to guarantee prompt response to short TCP flows. Moreover, since our threshold-based classification method treats the initial packets from a long flow as packets from a short flow, all flows benefit from experiencing less drops of the first few packets (including control packets), which otherwise would cause unnecessary stall of the session. We also confirm that our proposed scheme can achieve better fairness and response time for short flows than schemes without preferential treatment even when the value of the I T 0 is
The recommended IT0 value is 3 seconds and is implemented in most modem operating systems [2] . Some old systems use a more conservative value of 6 seconds.
We use flow, connection and session interchangeably in this paper. Without loss of generality we assume fxed-size packets and deal with packets rather than bytes.
reduced to match the actual configuration, as suggested in [2] . Since the RIO policy aims at maximizing statistical multiplexing, our proposed scheme does not hurt the utilization of the network. On the contrary, it sometimes can achieve better network goodput than traditional Drop Tail or RED [5] policies since it effectively avoids some unnecessary backoff of the sessions. In addition, RIO guarantees ordered delivery of packets at each link, and thus eliminates the possibility of packet reordering which may occur with other isolation-based policies (e.g. CBQ [6] ).
Related Work: In a preliminary work [7] , we study the interaction between short and long flows through a control theoretic approach. We then propose to isolate short and long TCP flows to enhance response time and fairness of short flows. Our results also reveal that class-based flow isolation combined with threshold-based classification at the edge may cause packet reordering, which may severely degrade TCP performance. Moreover, the bandwidth (load) control in [7] is performed at each core router, while in this paper we push bandwidth control to the edges of the network. Ng et al. [8] explore the idea of preferential treatment of non-TCP bursty flows over long CBR flows to guarantee different QoS service profiles. Nandy et al. [9] and Firoiu et al. [lo] study service differentiation between delay-sensitive and throughputsensitive long-lived flows through active queue management.
Analytical results of short TCP flow latency under different network conditions are given in [ 1 11 . These results reveal the vulnerability of short TCP flows. Seddigh et al. [2] show the negative impact of the initial timeout value on the short TCP flow latency and propose to reduce the default recommended value. To enhance the performance of short TCP flows, a number of proposals, e.g., [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] suggest to either use a large initial window value or share the network measurement information from previous records or communication with neighbors. Notice that these proposals require modification of the TCP protocol and may lead to congestion collapse. Our proposed scheme differs from these proposals because our control is placed inside the network, and thus is more fair to clients who are unaware of such changes.
Crovella et al. [ 161 and Bansal et al. [ 171 explore the heavytailedness nature of the job size distribution and comment that size-aware job scheduling helps enhance the response time of short jobs without hurting the performance of long jobs. Their work inspires us to perform size-based service differentiation in the Internet for TCP flows.
Many studies have been conducted in the area of active queue management (AQM), most of them are variants of RED [5] or CBQ [6] . In our proposed scheme, we require the internal bottleneck routers to execute RIO (RED with In and Out) policy [4] , which is a pioneering work by Clark and Feng.
Our Contribution: Our study provides an alternative usage of the Differentiated Services (Diffserv) architecture in [4] .
The goal in [4] is to provide long-lived flows with "expected' bandwidth or fairness guarantees. Thus, packets are classified at the edge of the network as In or Out for that purpose, which may lead to suboptimal utilization of network resources [ 181. On the other hand, our goal is to provide a new better-thanbest-effort TCP service that attempts to enhance the competence of short TCPJows. This in turn creates a more fair network environment and better utilizes network resources, especially for Web traffic, the dominant traffic in the current Internet. We classify packets as In or Out to distinguish the length of the flow as Short or Long in order to preferentially treat short TCP flows inside the network.
In Section 2, we show in detail the necessity and benefit of preferential treatment of short TCP flows. We then present the network architecture and mechanisms required to implement our proposed scheme in Section 3. Section 4 uses simulations to confirm the advantage of our scheme. In Section 5 , we discuss the issue of incremental deployment and extensions to the architecture. Section 6 concludes this paper with future work.
Analyzing Short TCP Flow Performance
In this section, we show the relationship between loss rate and TCP flow transmission time through analytical and simulation methods. We then argue that, to achieve transmission rate comparable to that of long connections, short TCP connections should experience much less packet drops, which requires preferential treatment at the bottleneck link queues.
Sensitivity Analysis for Short and Long TCP Flows
In this section, we give the analytical results on the transmission time for TCP flows of different sizes. The derivation is similar to that in [ 1 11 and is omitted here due to space limitation. Detailed analysis can be found in [19] . Figure I (a) gives in a log-log plot the average total latency with average RTT = 0.1 second, average RTO = 4 x RTT and the default initial retransmission timer I T 0 = 3 seconds, for a TCP flow of a fixed size F S for various loss rates.
We observe that the average transmission time of short TCP flows is not very sensitive to loss when the loss rate is relatively small, but it increases drastically as loss rate becomes larger (when persistent congestion happens). For extremely long flows, the average transmission time grows consistently with loss rate. Since it is hard, if not possible to compute the variance of transmission times, we use the ns simulator [20] to study the coefficient of variation (C.0.V.)4 of transmission times for different flow sizes. In the simulation, a single TCPNewreno connection transmits a file of size F S over a lossy link which randomly drops incoming packets with probability p . Packets never get dropped due to queue overflow. Once the file transfer finishes, a new connection of the same size immediately starts. We thus can measure the statistics of the C.O.V. is defined as the ratio between standard deviation and the mean of a random variable-smaller values imply less variability. We can observe an interesting trend: for small-size TCP flows, increasing the loss probability can lead to increased variability, while for long TCP flows, large loss rate reduces the variability of transmission times. We can give a possible explanation to this interesting behavior: When loss rate is high, TCP congestion control is more likely to enter the exponential backoff phase, which can cause significantly high variability [21] in the transmission time of each individual packet of a flow.
When loss rate is low, depending on when the packet loss happens, TCP can either transmit a significant amount of packets in slow-start phase or have to transmit them in the less aggressive congestion avoidance phase. This adds another dimension to variability, which affects the length of each congestion epoch and how many packets can be transmitted in each epoch (until another loss is detected).
Since the first source of variability is on individual packets of a flow, the law of large numbers indicates that its impact is more significant on short flows. On the other hand, the second source of variability is more pronounced for long flows since most short flows finish their transmission in slow-start phase.
We thus conclude that reducing the loss probability is more critical to help short TCP flows experience less variations in transmission (response) time. Observe that the C.O.V. of transmission times is closely related to the fairness of the system-smaller values imply higher fairness. Such interesting behavior motivates us to give preferential treatment to short TCP flows.
Preferential Treatment to Short TCP Flows
In this section we use a simple simulation set up to illustrate that, assuming the arrival of requests does not depend on the service time, giving preferential treatment to short TCP flows can signgcantly enhance their transmission time, without degrading long $ow performance.
For this purpose, we use the n s simulator [20] to set up the following scenario: 10 long (10000-packet) TCP-Newreno flows and 10 short (100-packet) TCP-Newreno flows are competing for bandwidth over a 1.25Mbps link5. Flows start peTypically a short TCP flow has less than 20 packets to transmit. We only riodically and stay in the network until they finish transmission. We then vary the queue management policy at the bottleneck link and measure the instantaneous portion of bandwidth taken by each class of flows6 to show the effect of preferential treatment. We consider traditional Drop Tail queue, RED queue and our proposed RIO-PS (RIO with Preferential treatment to Short flows) queue (see Section 3 for details), and plot the results in Figure 2 . to all flows, while our RIO-PS queue gives short flows more than their fair share.
As we can notice from the graphs, although when there are backlogs from both classes of flows, short flows under our scheme can temporarily grab ("steal") more bandwidth from long flows, in the long run, their early completion returns an equal amount of resources (if not more, avoiding packet retransmissions) to long flows. In other words, since a longlived TCP flow can adapt well to the network state and so can acquire about the same amount of resources (bandwidth) to transmit a certain file, giving preferential treatment to short flows does not sacrifice the long-term goodput' of long flows.
consider in this motivation section larger flow sizes to have a sharper contrast in our illustrations.
This instantaneous fraction of bandwidth is computed by the ratio of packets transmitted over link bandwidth over the last 0.5 second.
Goodput is defined as the number of successfully delivered packets over the simulation period.
In fact, this preferential treatment might even enhance the transmission of long flows since they operate in a more stable network environment (less disturbed by short flows) for longer periods. On the other hand, in a congested network, reducing the packet drops experienced by short flows can significantly enhance their response time and fairness among them, as implied by the analysis in the previous section. Table I gives the measured network goodput over the 500-seconds simulation period. Table I also gives the measured goodput for a less loaded network with bottleneck link bandwidth of 1.5 Mbps. We observe that when load is low, our RIO-PS scheme (as well as RED) produces a slightly lower goodput (less than 1.5%) than that of DropTail. However, as load becomes higher, our scheme can even achieve slightly higher goodput than all other schemes*.
We thus propose to differentiate between short and long TCP flows inside the network. To this end, we employ a Diffserv-like network architecture 1221. 
Proposed Scheme:Architecture and Mechanisms
In this section, we discuss the detailed implementation of our proposed scheme, including the network architecture we assume and the supporting mechanisms required to differentiate between short and long TCP flows. We assume a Diffserv-like scalable active domain management architecture where edge routers of an administrative domain perform all the per-flow information maintenance tasks, and the core routers only need to actively manage per-class flows. Figure 3 illustrates the operations a packet needs to go through in such architecture. The edge router tags (marks) individual packets as belonging to the class of short flows or the class of long flows. Such information is then used by core routers at which any class-based active queue management policy can be implemented.
The Architecture

Edge Router: Packet Classification and State Maintenance
We rely on the edge router to determine whether a packet is coming from a long or short flow. Accurate flow characterization can be very complicated due to the high variability of user behavior in the current Internet. Instead, we resort to a simple threshold-based approximation method. For each active flow, we simply maintain a counter that tracks how many packets have been observed so far. Once the counter exceeds a certain threshold (Lt), we consider the flow to be long, and classify the following packets as "Long" packets. Notice that under such classification method, the first Lt packets will be classified as "Short" packets. We discuss the pros and cons of such method in Section 5.
The per-?ow state information are softly maintained to detect the termination of a flow. More specifically, the flow hash table is updated periodically. Every Tu. a flow is considered terminated (and its entry removed) if no packets from that flow is observed in the last Tu time units.
The value of the threshold Lt can be static or dynamic.
However, since the edge router already maintains enough perflow state information, in our proposed scheme, we let the edge router adjust the threshold dynamically so as to balance the number of active short and active long flows. For such purpose, the edge router is configured with one parameter called Short-to-Long-Ratio (SLR) which is the ratio between the number of active short flows and that of long flows. The edge router then periodically (every Tc) performs additive increase additive decrease control over the threshold to achieve the target SLR (See 1191 for the pseudo-code). Other control policies are also possible, however, our simulation results show that the performance is not quite sensitive to SLR. Choosing appropriate values of Tu and T, is an issue that needs further research (see Section 5). In our simulation, we empirically choose Tu = 1 second and T, = 10 seconds.
Core Router: Preferential Treatment to Short Flows
We require the core routers to give preferential treatment to short flows. There are many candidate queueing policies for such purpose. We choose the RIO (RED with In and Out) [4] queue not only because of its comformity to the Diffserv specification 141, but also because of many advantages it has over other candidates'. Figure 4 illustrates the early dropping/marking function of a RIO queue. Briefly speaking, the operation of the queue on In (Short) packets is not affected by the arrival of Out (Long) packets since the dropping/marking probability for Short packets is computed based on the average backlog of Short packets ( Q s h o r t ) only. On the contrary, for the Long packets, the total average queue size (Qtotal) is used to detect incipient congestion and thus flows that carry Long packets have to give up some resources (backoff) when there is persistent backlog from both classes of packets. The pseudo-code of the RIO algorithm can be found in [4] . Note that we use the "gentle-" variant of the RED dropping function as recommended in [23] .
Clark and Feng [4] give an excellent discussion on the design features of RIO queue, and we only highlight few of them here:
Only a single FIFO queue is used for all the packets, thus packet reordering will not happen at a link even when packets from the same flow are classified differently.
RIO inherits all the features of RED, which include protection of bursty flows, fairness within each class of traffic and detection of incipient congestion.
RIO performs soft prioritization, thus does not lose the benefit of statistical multiplexing.
Henceforth, we will call such queue RIO-PS (RIO with Preferential treatment to Short flows).' When persistent congestion happens, how much bandwidth share short flows can receive depends on the configured parameters for each class of traffic. In our simulation, we choose the RIO-PS parameters such that short TCP flows are guaranteed around 75% of the total link bandwidth in times of congestion.
Simulation
We use the ns [20] simulator to study the performance of our proposed scheme and compare it to size-oblivious Drop Tail and RED schemes.
Simulation Setup
We assume network traffic is dominated by Web-like transactions. To this end, we adopt the Web traffic model developed in [24] . In this model, randomly selected clients initiate sessions which involve surfing several web pages of different sizes from randomly chosen websites. Each page may contain 9We also discuss its disadvantages in Section 5 several objects, each of which requires a TCP connection for delivery (in other words, an HTTP 1 .O model is assumed). To request a page, the client sends a request packet to the server (simulating the GET message in a typical HTTP session), the server responds with an acknowledgment and then starts to transmit the web page requested by the client. The distributions of inter-page and inter-object time (in seconds), page size and object size (in packets) are given in Table 11 . The load is carefully tuned to be close to the bottleneck link capacity''.
The topology used in our simulation is shown in Figure 5 . For our RIO-PS queue, we empirically choose its parameters so that short TCP flows experience less packet drops without starving long flows". Recall that since the flow states are updated periodically at the edge routers, some terminated short l o As revealed in [25] , the advantage of RED is more pronounced in this load regime. l 1 Power is defined as the ratio between throughput and latency, so a high power implies low delay and high throughput. l 2 In our simulations, we choose the RIO-PS parameters such that short TCP flows are guaranteed around 75% of the total link bandwidth. Even if flows may still be treated as "active". Considering such measurement error due to lazy state update, we choose SLR to be 3 so that the actual number of short flows is approximately equal to that of long flows, however, we varied this ratio between 2 and 6 and didn't observe significant difference. The detailed (default) configuration is listed in 
Experiment 1: Single Client set
In this experiment, there is only one set of clients involved (client pool 1). Therefore, the traffic seen at the core router 1 is the same as that at the edge router 0.
Study of the web traffic
We run the experiment for 4000-seconds simulation time.
After some warm-up period (2000 seconds), we start to record the response time for each successfully downloaded web object. Figure 6 (a) plots the averaged response time for different sized object^'^.
The results indicate that preferential treatment can cut the average response time for short and medium sized files significantly (25-30 %). In [2] , Seddigh and Devetsikiotis observed short flows are given absolute priority, long flows may still pay very little penalty because of the heavy-tailedness of the workload, in which most of the bytes are due to the small percentage of long flows [ 161.
l3 Also note that we only present the results of ECN capable routers here since ECN is recommended to be used with RED queues [26] . We also simulated the case when ECN was turned off and observed more pronounced performance gain of our proposed scheme over traditional RED, since RED with ECN turned on potentially enhances short flow performance [26] .
14The file sizes are grouped into 85 bins, each of which spans an interval [z,l.lz], and the average is taken over each bin.
that the default I T 0 value of current implementations of TCP is too conservative and can thus significantly hurt the performance of short flows. They then propose to reduce the default I T 0 value from 3 seconds to 1 second. However, such aggressive value may lead to congestion collapse in some parts of the Internet where links are slow and have very large round trip propagation delay. Using aggressive retransmission timers at the ends of such links can cause unnecessary retransmissions, an undesirable phenomenon that TCP designers always wanted to avoid [27] . Nevertheless, we also run the simulation after setting the I T 0 to 1 second and plot the results in Figure 6(b) . We observe that reducing the I T 0 value significantly reduces the performance gap between RED and our proposed scheme (now only 10-15%) for short connections (file size less than few dozens of packets). We still observe large performance improvements with RIO-PS for medium sized connections (1525%). Figure 7 plots the instantaneous queue size and drop rate in the last 20 seconds for the case of 3-seconds ITO. To compare with DropTail, which does not support ECN, for RIO-PS and RED, we actually plot the sum of the forced drop (drop due to buffer overflow) and ECN mark rate. Also for RIO-PS we plot such measure for each class of flows. Observe that due to the heavy-tailedness of the file size distribution (thus the session length distribution), the load at the bottleneck link shows high variability over time.
We observe that our RIO-PS scheme reduces the overall mark/drop rate without the risk of congestion collapse (overloading) at the bottleneck link. A closer examination of the packet record reveals that the reduced dropping/marking rate comes from the fact that short connections rarely experience packet drops, and the number of ECN notifications sent to these connections are much smaller than their rivals. We argue that short connections are not responsible for controlling congestion since the timescale at which they are operating is much smaller than the effective control regime of a TCP congestion control algorithm. Thus, preferential treatment to short connections does not hurt, if not benefits the congestion state of the network.
Study of foreground traffic
To better illustrate the effect of the queue management policy on fairness of TCP connections, we periodically injected We observe that even with RED queues, many short flows experience at least one timeout, many of them (the "outliers" in Figure 9 (a)) require waiting for a default I T 0 value (3 seconds) due to loss of the first packet". On the contrary, our proposed preferential treatment scheme provides short TCP flows with much less drops and thus more fair service without hurting the performance of long connections.
Does fairness hurt goodput?
Table IV summarizes the overall goodput'* of the network. As we can see, our proposed scheme does not hurt, if not (slightly) improves the overall goodput over Drop Tail. 
Experiment 2: Unbalanced hequests
We also simulated the case where the file requests on different routes are unbalanced. In other words, most small file requests are made along a certain route while large files are transferred over another route. In such extreme case, our proposed scheme reduces to traditional unclassified traffic plus RED queue policy. However, giving preferential treatment to the initial few packets still reduces the chance of retransmitting the first packet and thus helps most short connections finish quickly. The simulation results are omitted here due to space limitation. The reader is referred to [ 191 for details.
Discussion
Comments on the Simulation Model
Our simulation is performed using the "Dumbbell and Dancehall" (one-way traffic) model [28], and all TCP connections have similar end-to-end propagation delays, thus such model may not represent the common topology seen by Internet users. However, such assumption is only for the sake of easy comparison of individual TCP performance. When there is also reverse traffic present, our proposed scheme will even have more superior performance over other traditional policies. This is because the setup of a web session (and most other TCP sessions) requires the client side to exchange '' Note that although ECN marks, instead of drops, packets in times of congestion, it does not mark the first (SYN) packet since the negotiation of ECN-capability at both ends has not finished at this moment. Therefore, initiating a TCP session when the network is congested still faces the risk of a long timeout if the SYN packet is dropped. Although ns does not generate control (SYN, SYN-ACK) packets, it similarly treats the first data packet, i.e. a RED with ECN scheme does not mark, rather it may drop, the first data packet in times of congestion.
lsThe 95% confidence intervals are within 3% of the mean. a short sequence of control packets with the server. Such a short exchange will be better protected under our proposed scheme, especially in the presence of heavy traffic in the same direction. More complicated topology models may impact the performance of our scheme due to unbalanced requests. However, as shown by our simulation results in [19] , our scheme can still work at least as well as traditional policies even in extremely unbalanced cases.
The Queue Management Policy
To be conformant to existing Diffserv implementations, we chose RIO-like AQM policy to be used at the core routers. However, RIO queue provides neither absolute aggregate (class-based) guarantees nor relative flow guarantees. To attack these problems, one may resort to AQM policies like the PI controlled RED queue [29] , or a service model like the Proportional Diffserv proposed in [30] for better control over the classified traffic and more predictable service.
Deployment Issues
Our proposed scheme requires edge devices to be able to perform per-flow state maintenance and per-packet processing. Fortunately, it has been shown in [31] that providing such functionality does not have a significant impact on the end-to-end performance. The other issue is on whether such scheme is incrementally deployable. Notice that our objective is to protect short delay-sensitive flows, and our success relies on how well the classification (isolation) is done at the edge (bottleneck) router. The scheme does not require the queue mechanisms to be implemented at each router. For example, the advanced edge device can be placed in front of a busy web server cluster, and RIO-PS only implemented at the busy bottleneck links to achieve the desired performance objective.
Flow Classification
We use a threshold-based classification method since the intermediate (edge) node can not predict in advance whether a flow is long or short. Such method thus mistakenly classifies the first few packets of a long flow as if they came from a short flow. However, such "mistake" may help to enhance performance. This is because the first few packets of a long TCP flow are under exactly the same control method as packets from a short flow. Thus, they are more vulnerable to packet losses and deserve to be treated with high preference. Such "mistake" also makes the system more fair to all TCP connections.
Controller Design
Our proposed scheme involves controller design issues at different places and timescales. The issue of edge load control is certainly a topic for further research, although our preliminary results indicate that the performance is not very sensitive to the target load ratio of active short to active long flows (the value of SLR at the edge). The "actual" SLR depends on the values of T, and Tu, which determine how often the classification threshold Lt and active flow table are updated, respectively. Smaller values of T, and Tu may increase accuracy at the expense of increased overhead.
Malicious Users
One concern regarding our proposed scheme may be that users are then encouraged to break long transmissions into small pieces so that they can enjoy faster services. This in turn may end up causing severe congestion. However, we argue that such incentive may not be so attractive to users given the large overhead of fragmentation and reassembly. In addition, a dynamic classification would adapt to the current distribution of transfer sizes.
Conclusions and Future Work
TCP traffic constitutes the majority of the bytes flowing over the Internet today. In this paper, we present a Diffservlike architecture where edge routers implement a new TCP service by classifying TCP flows based on their size (lifetime). Core routers implement a simple RIO (weighted RED) policy to give preferential treatment to packets from short TCP flows. This has several advantages over size-oblivious Drop Tail or RED schemes: (1) the performance of the majority of TCP flows (the short transfers or mice) is significantly improved in terms of response time and fairness; ( 2 ) because short TCP flows can be rapidly served, the performance of the few TCP long flows (the large transfers or elephants) is also enhanced or at worst minimally affected; ( 3 ) the overall goodput of the system is thus improved or at least stays almost the same (a work-conservation feature); and (4) the proposed architecture is extremely flexible in that the functionality that defines the new TCP service can be largely tuned only at the edge routers.
The size-aware management of traffic has shown considerable promise. We have shown how differentiation of TCP flows based on size can be effectively used to isolate flows that mostly operate in different regimes: short TCP flows in slowstart and long TCP flows in congestion-avoidance. At the network layer, Shaikh et al. [32] investigated load-sensitive routing of only long-lived IP flows in order to improve routing stability and reduce overhead. However, they have not considered the effect on congestion-controlled sources (such as TCP and TCP-friendly applications). We are currently investigating an approach that integrates size-aware traffic management at both the network and transport layers.
